Ricardo Beas
Ricardo@CafePeyote.com
April 27, 2016
Attention:
Mr. Robert De Niro
____________________________
Dear Mr. De Niro,
I want to thank you for what you have done, to put yourself and your career on the line
to expose the obvious fraud of the CDC concerning vaccines and the CDC’s complicity
with Big Pharma.
Your first interview with the Today Show regarding the movie Vaxxed was simply one of
those things that us in the anti-vaccine movement (especially mandatory/forced
vaccines) where waiting for, a person of your statue having the guts and moral decency
to stand up against an obvious injustice. You jumped from a screen hero to a live one,
for all of humanity’s benefit.
In the Today Show your implied that the CDC was protecting Big Pharma, meaning, they
promote their vaccines, justify their supposed safety, and attack those that oppose their
view. That is only one side of the coin of the CDC, which is in reality a private
corporation, acting as a government agency, a de facto health agency.
The other side of the CDC is where they protect Big Pharma’s products, in particular
those that “cure cancer” (SIC, they don’t cure, they destroy the immune system) by
finding and attacking any non-orthodox holistic and homeopathic treatments that
have easily and inexpensively cured cancer, pursuing (the CDC and other federal
government agencies, AMA, etc.) harassing users, their manufacturers, their
promoters, destroying their careers, jailing them, and banning the treatment’s use.
Examples of that are Royal Raymond Rife and Harry Hoxsey, or the prohibition of
Laetrile and other natural cures.
One of these cures, for most all diseases, which has been attacked by orthodox
medicine and the authorities, is Chlorine Dioxide, named MMS by its discoverer Jim
Humble (discoverer to the effect that he was the first one promoting it as a cure for
human disease). This substance cures cancer, AND IT CURES AUTISM! This has been
proven time after time by the person that became famous for using it to heal the
symptoms of autism, her name is Kerri Rivera. As you have done for humanity, now I
offer to help you heal your son Elliot and your family as a whole.
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MMS (referred to as CD, for chlorine dioxide, in Kerri’s book) helps and
attacks/destroys/removes all the symptoms known as autism: viruses, bacteria, Candida
(yeast), parasites, heavy metals, inflammation and food allergies.
Think of this: if you place all animals that live in the ocean on land, they will die. If you
place all the animals that live on land in the ocean they will die. So, it is not a matter of
which animals can or cannot survive; it is what their environment is. In our case “the
environment” is our body’s immune system, if it is working, no pathogen can live in it.
That is what MMS does, it creates the environment that kills all pathogens, while not
being harmful to any non-pathogen cells, bacteria, etc. Even Louis Pasteur, the father of
immunology and promoter of vaccines conceded that the present approach to treat
viruses individually is wrong, as he said in his deathbed, “(Claude) Bernard is right. The
microbe is nothing; (human) terrain is everything.”
The reason MMS has been attacked is because it is not patentable, it has no serious side
effects, and it costs pennies for a daily recommended dose and you can do it at home,
no doctor needed. Attached you will find a paper I wrote on this product, as well as
some testimonials from Kerri’s book, “Healing the symptoms known as Autism.” I have
contacted her, advised my plan to contact you and she offered to send you a copy of the
book. If you want it let me know or write her directly at kerririvera@yahoo.com.
As a note, Kerri does not sell MMS, there are many independent sellers where you can
obtain it for about $25 for a 4 oz. kit (two bottles, MMS and activator), equal to about
2,400 doses (3 MMS activated drops), and you only need 8-10 doses a day).
My document has many links to sources for all info provided so to make it easy for you
to review those links I have uploaded all the attached files on my website,
www.CafePeyote.com/Vaccines. There your will find a video of Kerri speaking at the
AutismOne conference in Chicago, 2015, describing this product and its results.
I would like nothing more than to see your son get better, and help make sure that this
vaccine-created Autism epidemic is destroyed from the roots.
Please review these documents, get the book for you, your wife and son and contact
Kerri, who will gladly help guide you through the protocols.
Thank you for all you have done and will continue to do. I am at your service.
Respectfully,

Ricardo Beas
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